
KATRIN M. HAERTERICH  
119 Cecil St. SE, MN Minneapolis 
815-988-9628 katrick.anim@gmail.com 
http://katrick.wordpress.com/  

 
EDUCATION  
  

Minneapolis College of Art and Design, Minneapolis MN  
BFA: Animation (2012) 

 

2010 
Destination Truth Spot, Syfy Channel (class-based internship)  
Animator - Co-created 15-second 2D spot to generate interest in Destination 
Truth show; included character design, and animation.  
 

 
EXPERIENCE  
  

2015- 2014 
Language Sprout Pictographs (Present) 
Illustrator/Animator - Concepted, illustrated, and animated characters and 
pictures to communicate words in various languages to be used to teach small 
children foreign languages. Created for the Language Sprout Learning Center with 
Adobe Illustrator. 

 
2014 

Sparkhouse/Augsburg Fortress Lamb & Kids Show Concepts 
Concept Illustration - Concepted and illustrated five scenes intended for 
inspiration and idea generating for a kid’s program in development using 
pre-designed characters. Work was generated in Adobe Photoshop. 

 
2013 

Get the Diamonds Short 
3D Animator - Designed and created a parody film based around a script and toy 
designs. Tasks included storyboarding, modeling, rigging, texturing, animating, 
lighting, rendering, and compositing. 
 

Unify Advert 
3D Animator/Compositor - Created an advert with 3D animation, 2D 
animation, and compositing work. Product was based on a simpler flash video the 
client provided. 
 

Glitter Girls Children’s Book 
Illustrator - Illustrated and created the layout for a children’s book based on the 
writer’s notes. Book was self published through Lulu. 
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Ship of Fools Music Video 
2D Animator - Assisted with drawn animation and coloring through the use of 
Photoshop. Tasks included designing background characters and keeping 
organized files for compositing. Won 1st place at Square Lake’s Film Festival and 
showcased on MNTV 2013. 

 
 

2012 
Timber Trailer 
Modeler/Compositor - Collaborated on a short 3D animated trailer for a 
possible web series. Tasks included modeling character and set, texturing, lighting, 
animating nCloth, rendering,  and title work compositing based on storyboards and 
concept sketches. 
 
Fang And Talon Title 
Motion Graphics - Created opening sequence, special effects, and compositing 
for a web series. Tasks included use of motion tracking to create animations 
overlaid on existing footage, creating and animating various magical effects, sky 
replacement, and various touch up work. 

  

Mutts Short  
Modeler/Lighting - Collaborated on a minute and a half 3D animation. Tasks 
included modeling, and lighting. 
 
 

2011 
Flying Reapers 
Animator - Created four versions of a grim reaper, complete with animatable 
glowing lanterns, nCloth cloaks, and a simple rig. Tasks included concepting, 
modeling, UVing, texturing, rigging, and generating nCloth properties.  
 
  

2010 
He Used to Play the Ukulele 
2D Animator - Collaborated on a three and a half minute 2D animation.  Tasks 
included rotoscoping, inking, and production coordination of the project.  

 
 

SOFTWARE SKILLS 
Autodesk Maya 3D modeling character design  
Adobe After Effects 3D animation storyboarding  
Adobe Photoshop texturing compositing 
Adobe Illustrator Maya fur 2D animation 
Google Sketchup Maya nCloth stop motion animation 
Autodesk Mudbox rigging photo editing 
Unity lighting Javascript 


